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The Maldives: from Male to Kuda Bandos
7 days Luxury Yacht Charter Experience
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MALE - BANYAN TREE

DAY 1

A trip to Banyan Tree is as close to paradise as you are likely to get. After boarding in Male, cruise to the Banyan Tree at VabbinFaru and be step ashore to a paradise on earth. Experience a sense of enchantment and romance as you spend the day trailing between sun, sand & sea.
BANYAN TREE - OLHAHALI ISLAND

DAY 2

Olhahali island is located on the top of the North Male Atoll. Its wide lagoon is considered one of the best in the area. The crystal clear water surrounding the island makes it ideal for snorkelling, diving and sailing. The island's interior abounds with lush green vegetation, providing a cool and shady walk after a day spent sunbathing on the sunny beaches and the deck of your yacht.
OLHAHALI ISLAND - SONEVA FUSHI

DAY 3 & 4

Fringed by white sand beaches that fade into the azure blue sea, the legendary Soneva Fushi resort looks like a Robinson Crusoe idyll, however the finest creature comforts are always at hand. Step ashore to experience the resort’s bare foot luxury before heading back to your yacht for dinner under the starts.
SONEVA FUSHI - LANDAA GIRAAVARU

DAY 5

Head on to Landaa Giraavaru, home to the Four Seasons. Another day spent in paradise, swimming, snorkelling and sunbathing aboard your yacht.
LANDAA GIRAAVARU - ANANTARA KIHAVAH

DAY 6

Spend the morning watching the sun dapple the crystal clear waters of a secluded lagoon. Spend your afternoon sunbathing by your private infinity pool, just steps from the ocean. And in the evening, stroll across soft white beaches, whilst the moonlight casts shadows on the sand. For an unusual dining experience, head underwater at the Kihavah restaurant.
Surrounded by over 52 acres of powdery white beach and lush, tropical vegetation, the stunning and secluded Hilton Maldives/Iru Fushi Resort & Spa is set on the unspoilt Noonu Atoll. Enjoy a last day aboard your yacht spent enjoying the resort as well as the sea.
IRU FUSHI - KUDA BANDOS

DAY 8

Relax on island time, indulge in sun bathing, snorkelling and watersports before disembarking.
Luxury Charter Itinerary | The Maldives: from Male to Kuda Bandos | 7 Days
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The Maldive Atolls is one of the most species-rich marine areas within the entire Indian Ocean region. While a detailed biodiversity inventory has not been undertaken, it is estimated that in its coral reefs, approximately 250 species of scleractinian corals and 55 genera of hermatypic corals can be found. Other creatures that call these atolls home are three species of turtles and a number of other globally and locally threatened marine species including whales and whale sharks, pearl oysters, eels and puffer fish. The Maldives are unfortunately known to be one of the areas on Earth most affected by climate change with rapidly rising seawater urgently affecting human and marine life. The local government is currently exploring solutions, including building up the islands with sand and even moving the human population elsewhere.

Protected Species:
- EELS
- HERMATYPIC CORALS
- PEARL OYSTERS
- PUDDER FISH
- SCLERACTINIAN CORALS
- SEA TURTLES
- WHALE SHARKS
- WHALES

In partnership with MISSION BLUE
SYLVIA EARLE ALLIANCE